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First take the small footprint of an industrial counterbalanced lift truck. Then add the 
telescopic boom of a telescopic handler. Design-in a fully enclosed hydrostatic drive 
system. Then finish off with a hydraulic quick-disconnect carriage for forks or shovel.
Well that’s what we’ve done at JCB to bring you the JCB Teletruk Range; the world’s 



  

mast in front of the cab, when the job calls for container loading you won’t have  
to suffer the expense of a special container mast. With a JCB Teletruk full ‘Free Lift’  
is exactly that; it comes free as standard. The JCB Teletruk – it’s not just another  
lift truck.

most versatile small counterbalanced lift truck. The JCB Teletruk is not just another  
lift truck. The range covers the most popular 2.5t – 3.5t capacity bands; diesel-powered 
two-wheel drive or four-wheel-drive, and two-wheel drive gas models. 
Teletruks are true industrial counterbalanced machines. Because there’s no vertical 

THE WORLD’S MOST VERSATILE SMALL COUNTERBALANCED LIFT TRUCK



Create one-way flow

One-Way traffic flow can be created on very congested inner-city sites. 

Teletruk single-side loading allows the space to become operational 

where narrow roadways make it impossible for conventional FLTs to 

work both sides of the trailer.

Work better with demountable “tilt” bodies

Demountable “tilt” bodies can be vulnerable to damage. Conventional 

masted forklifts can push heavy loads against the raised edges of the ‘tilt’ 

body (see example left). If sufficient force is carelessly exerted the box-

section legs can be bent, or the ‘tilt’ body can even be pushed over, but 

the JCB Teletruk will reach loads over the raised edge lip and lower 

50% less loading space

Loading a lorry trailer from only one side with a Teletruk allows 

the other 50%  yard loading space to be utilised for other duties

Single-side loading allows improved management of yard 

space and better site safety. Working areas for forklifts can 

now be separated from pedestrian walkways

By fully utilising the benefit of forwards reach from one side 

of the lorry trailer, the dangerous practise of conventional 

forklifts having to turn 90 degrees round blind corners at the 

front or rear of the delivery vehicle is eliminated 

When a delivery truck has to park at the kerbside on public 

highways, there is no need to travel into the public highway 

to unload. Therefore, no banksman is needed

Where single-side loading is already being done because of yard 

space constraints, a Teletruk eliminates the need for awkward 

slip-on fork-extenders or hydraulic pantograph extenders

down without any pushing or pulling. Forget conventional FLTs that 

need access to both sides of a lorry trailer. Here’s one alternative layout 

inside a narrow covered loading bay. Both lorries are positioned to the 

walls. Only 5m working space is needed between the two. Apart from 

the space saving, consider the safety benefits by designing a new layout 

like this to separate forklift duties from pedestrians and other traffic. This 

plan allows two trailers to be loaded in a small space little more than 12m 

wide. A conventional masted FLT of equivalent size will have difficulty 

loading only one trailer in the same width.



 TELETRUK | LOADING SPACE

Ordinary forklift Extraordinary Teletruk



The small lift truck 
with the big capacity

Telescopic boom action increases efficiency of  

standard ITA Class attachments

Speedy change from forks to shovel. JCB Changezee 

hydraulic 20 seconds, manual disconnect 3 minutes  

(not available TLT30D High-Lift)

Fully enclosed hydrostatic drive means no components 

exposed to abrasive effects of sand or mud

 High load capacities: 3.5 tonnes on TLT 35D  

(up to 2400kg at 2m forwards reach)

 All operator enclosures conform to international 

ROPS/FOPS (Roll Over and Falling Objects  

protection regulations)

All machines in the JCB Teletruk Range pack a surprisingly big load 

capacity for such a small machine footprint.

The two-wheel-drive TLT 30D High-Lift is the perfect machine for 

reaching forwards. It is certainly a whole lot better than using any 

ordinary straight mast lift. 

Consider these facts – the two-wheel-drive TLT 30D High-Lift will lift 

3000kg to 5150mm. The two-wheel-drive TLT 35D will lift 3500kg to 

4400mm. And the four-wheel-drive TLT 35D 4x4 will lift 3500kg  

to 4350mm.

Now think about this: you can change from forks to shovel in under 20 

seconds (three minutes if you opt for manual disconnect). Only now can 

you really get significantly more done in the day by just one machine. 

The telescopic boom, together with the 111 degrees of carriage rotation 

actively increases the performance of several standard ITA attachments. 

The fully enclosed hydrostatic drive transmission prevents the common 

problems of wear and tear caused by sand and mud. This is also true for 

the design of the telescopic boom; there are none of the exposed chains 

and rollers of vertical mast lift trucks. 

Quite simply – you’ll find any Teletruk will get more jobs done during 

every work shift.

The bottom line is all about greater efficiency.
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True versatility  
no ordinary forklift 

can match

Special range of JCB Teletruk attachments brings  

greater flexibility

‘Trapdoor’ JCB Bagezee shovel allows one man to fill 

flexible bags – save manpower

Hydraulic boom control gives precise power-up and 

power-down

Operator controls forks carriage angle through 111 degrees, 

but when set for lift / lower the angle of ‘parallel lift’ is 

maintained throughout the lift envelope

Forwards visibility and reach  

enable accurate loading of  

trucks and utility vehicles  

without damaging doors  

or bodywork

Changing attachments on ordinary masted lift trucks is usually time  

consuming and difficult. Usually it’s not worth all the trouble. But on 

a JCB Teletruk you can change from forks to shovel in less than 20 

seconds without leaving the cab.

Teletruks are unique amongst counterbalanced industrial forklifts 

because of the hydraulic JCB Changezee quick-disconnect. It is 

compact, lightweight yet robust, and all hydraulic services are integral 

with the Teletruk. It is exactly what you would expect on a larger 

telescopic handler, but until now fast effective hydraulic disconnect has 

been unknown on industrial lift trucks.

Safety-Interlocked Operation. A spring-switch must be depressed with 

one hand to divert the sideshift service to the locking ram. The other hand 

operates the service button on the main lever. So the system is designed 

with safety in mind because accidental disconnection is impossible.

Manual Operation. An alternative manual quick disconnect system is 

also available if you prefer. This is designed primarily to change between 

forks and a special ‘trapdoor’ bagging shovel – the JCB Bagezee. Manual 

changeover typically takes about three minutes. The ‘trapdoor’ shovel is 

ideal for filling one-ton flexi-wall bags with fertiliser, chippings or sand.

Excellent forwards visibility of the forks in the loading position, with 

the boom fully retracted and lowered. Note the hook-on sideshift and 

standard cab screen guard (see picture bottom left, opposite).

With a shovel fitted to the JCB Changezee hydraulic quick-disconnect 

this TLT 35D 4x4 stockpiles dry soil (see photo top right, opposite).
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Boom
 Hose burst check valves

 Self levelling forks

 111 degrees carriage rotation

 Power lift and lower extend and retract for complete control

 Changezee option

 High lift build with TLT 30D High-Lift

Transmission
 Fully enclosed hydrostatic

 Choice of 2 or 4WD

 Traction control options

 JCB TCR torque converter response transmission

 Solid pneumatic and traction tyres available



Operator enclosure
ROPS and FOPS as standard

Excellent operator visibility

1 rear and 2 front worklights as standard

Ergonomic design

Several choices – canopy to fully glazed cab

Fuel gauge on diesel models

Engine/Hydraulics
Diesel and LPG options

Catalytic converter options available 

Daily operator checks grouped in single location

 Standard and high flow hydraulics available for optimum 
attachment performance

Choice of 4 or 5 spool hydraulic functions

Manoeuvrability
Compact design

Excellent turning radius

Excellent aisle stacking in the yard

Choice of standard and low operator enclosures

Full free lift as standard

 TELETRUK | WALKAROUND



Like no ordinary lift 
truck, the Teletruk is 

extraordinary

The JCB Teletruk has the short length and narrow width 

of industrial counterbalanced lift trucks

Suited to yard duties in nurseries and builders merchants 

– telescopic handlers are just too big

Does more than ordinary industrial lift trucks. Delivery 

flat beds can be parked against a fence – Teletruk can load 

by reaching across

The two-wheel-drive TLT 30D High-Lift is pictured (top 

left) stacking 1500kg capacity boxes to six high. Ideal 

for narrow-aisle work. Capacity sufficient to lift two full 

1500kg boxes to stack seven high

Load curtainsiders from one side – save up to 50% of your 

loading area. Where yard space is really tight the benefits 

to your business operation can be significant
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Like no other industrial 
counterbalanced lift 

truck – four-wheel-drive

The JCB Teletruk comes as standard with a fully-enclosed 

hydrostatic drive system. The machines are designed with 

rough-surface yards and gradients in mind, the sort of 

surface conditions which would be quite unsuitable for 

ordinary lift trucks.

A TLT 35D 4x4 is able to work well in these heavy muddy 

conditions and is pictured carrying a two-tonne timber 

pack. Such conditions would be no-go to any ordinary 

industrial lift truck. Note: picture top left shows a future 

building site with underlying rubble infill and is therefore 

not open agricultural land.
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Unique ‘power down’ 
action for ships stores

Begin loading ships stores before high tide and save time

Unique operator-controlled 111 degrees of fork angle  

to line-up with ship supply hatches

Slimline boom design gives operator unrivalled visibility  

of the load

Unique ‘Power Down’ hydraulics for maximum control

Fully enclosed hydrostatic driveline means there are no 

exposed bearings or brake assemblies prone to suffer salt 

spray corrosion

Ordinary lift trucks use hydraulic power for the lift cycle only, and then 

gravity to lower. But the JCB Teletruk uses full hydraulic power down 

too; and this can be put to good use for specialist applications such as 

loading ships stores.

For loading cruise ships the advantage of forwards reach is that work can 

begin on the incoming tide. This might save half-an-hour before loading 

hatches draw level with the quayside.

But at the same time the operator can control the forks carriage 

alignment to the ship’s supplies transfer hatch. The rotation envelope 

is 111 degrees, vastly more flexible than ordinary lift trucks with the 

problem of tilt angle restricted to only line-up a pallet for racking.

The Teletruk’s unique slimline boom is designed to ensure maximum 

visibility of the fork tips particularly when entering a pallet at ground 

level, when fully retracted.

The telescopic boom eliminates the cost and regular maintenance 

required on a conventional three-stage mast, and also avoids the 

typically poor forwards visibility when the mast is fully lowered.

With the boom horizontal, Teletruks maximum  forward reach is 

3320mm (model TLT30HL).

The various models in the JCB Teletruk range are every bit as compact 

and manoeuvrable as conventional counterbalanced lift trucks. They also 

offer competitive turning circles with the boom retracted.

The Teletruk boom is far more versatile than an ordinary lift truck’s 

mast. It can reach below from raised platforms and ramps. (Diagram 

shows model TLT 30D High-Lift).

5150mm

3320mm

450mm
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STATIC DIMENSIONS

Model TLT25/25HL TLT30 TLT30DHL TLT35 TLT30D 4X4 TLT35D 4X4

A Lift height mm 4000 4000 5150 4400 4000 4350

B Free lift (standard) mm 1424 1410 1410 1410 1560 1350

C Height (boom extended) mm 4580 4625 5700 4975 4805 5150

D Height of overhead guard (standard/low) mm 2190/2090 2205/2105 2205/2105 2205/2105 2300/2200 2300/2200

E Height of operators seat (high/low) mm 1086/1066 1091/1071 1200/1180 1200/1180 1241/1221 1250/1230

F Length to fork face mm 2625 2750 3370 3000 2840 3200

G Wheelbase mm 1700 1700 1950 1950 1780 2050

H Distance from c/l of front axle to fork face mm 500 515 790 595 515 610

J Distance from c/l of front axle to fork face mm 700 715 540 795 715 760

K Load centre mm 500 500 500 500 500 500

L Lift capacities (with sideshift) kg 2500 3000 3000 3500 3000 3500

M Ground clearance (lowest point) mm 115 130 125 125 165 175

N Ground clearance (wheelbase centre) mm 140 155 155 155 192 175

O Fork carriage width mm 1100 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200

P Maximum width of machine mm 1175 1280 1280 1280 1400 1400

Q Carriage tilt total* F/B variable through lift arc degrees 111* 111* 111* 111* 111* 111*
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TELETRUK |SPECIFICATION

TLT25 / TLT25HL / TLT30 / TLT30HL / TLT35  
ENGINE FUEL TYPE: DIESEL OR LPG   LIFT CAPACITY: UP TO 3 TONNES

TLT30D 4X4 / TLT35D 4X4 
ENGINE FUEL TYPE: DIESEL   LIFT CAPACITY: UP TO 3.5 TONNES



GENERAL SPECIFICATION

Model TLT25/25HL TLT30 TLT30DHL TLT35 TLT30D 4X4 TLT35D 4X4

Engine type Diesel/LPG Diesel/LPG Diesel Diesel Diesel Diesel

Engine manufacturer D-JCB/G-G.M. D-JCB/G-G.M. Deutz Deutz JCB Deutz

Engine model D-404 2.2/G-3.0 L4 D-404 2.2/G-3.0 L4 2011-L04W 2011-L04W 404 2.2 2011-L04W

Engine output (gross power) kW D-37/G-43 D-37/G-43 46 46 37 46

Cubic capacity cm³ D-2200/G-2966 D-2200/G-2966 3620 3620 2200 3620

Engine manufacturer (Tier 4 regions only) D-JCB/G-G.M. D-JCB/G-G.M. Kohler Kohler JCB Kohler

Engine model (Tier 4 rgions only) D-404 2.2/G-3.0 L4 D-404 2.2/G-3.0 L4 KDI2504TCR KDI2504TCR 404 2.2 KDI2504TCR

Engine output (gross power) (Tier 4 regions only) kW D-37/G-43 D-37/G-43 46 46 37 46

Cubic capacity (Tier 4 regions only) cm³ D-2200/G-2966 D-2200/G-2966 2504 2504 2200 2504

Rated rpm D-2600/G-2600 D-2600/G-2600 2600 2600 2600 2600

Number of cylinders D-4/G-4 D-4/G-4 4 4 4 4

Working pressure for attachments bar 170 170 170 170 170 170

Oil flow for attachments l/min 70 70 70 70 70 70

Maximum reach ground level (500mm load centre) mm 2230 2230 3300 2280 2230 2400

Maximum reach boom horizontal (500mm load centre) mm 2390 2390 3320 2430 2390 2450

Turning radius mm 2440 2490 2885 2885 2995 3500

Aisle Width 90° stacking 800 x1200/1000 x 1200 mm 3940/4140 4005/4205 4475/4675 4480/4680 4510/4710 5060/5260

Weight Unladen kg
D-4220/G-4280   
D-4340/G-4400

D-4900/G-4960 5380 5100 5100 5500

Travel Speed (standard) km/h 20 20 20 20 20 20

Gradeability (laden/unladen) % 25/21 25/21 25/21 25/21 30/28 25/23

Transmission TCR TCR TCR TCR TCR TCR

Park brake type Hand Hand Hand Hand Hand Hand

Shovel rated capacity m³ 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

Shovel struck capacity m³ 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Shovel dump height (30°) mm 2400 2400 2680 2680 2550 2680

Shovel rollback angle at ground degrees 37 37 33 33 37 33

Shovel width mm 1385 1385 1385 1385 1385 1385

Tyres PPS (semi solid), L (pneumatic) PPS/L PPS/L PPS/L PPS/L L L

Tyre size front (standard) 7.00 x 12 27 x 10 x12 27 x 10 x12 27 x 10 x12 27 x 10 x 12 27 x 10 x 12

Tyre size rear (standard) 6.00 x 9 6.50 x 10 23 x 9 x 10 23 x 9 x 10 27 x 10 x 12 27 x 10 x 12

Diesel tank capacity ltrs 44 44 55 55 55 55

TELETRUK |SPECIFICATION
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LIFT CAPACITIES – TLT25/TLT25SHL LIFT CAPACITIES – TLT30 LIFT CAPACITIES – TLT30HL

LIFT CAPACITIES – TLT35 LIFT CAPACITIES – TLT30D 4x4 LIFT CAPACITIES – TLT35D 4x4

Capacity bands TLT25 TLT25SHL

A 2500 kg 2500 kg

B 2000 kg 2000 kg

C 1500 kg 1500 kg

D 1275 kg 1275 kg

E 1000 kg 1075 kg

@ 2 metres 1275 kg 1400 kg

Capacity bands TLT30

A 3000 kg

B 2500 kg

C 2000 kg

D 1750 kg

E 1500 kg

@ 2 metres 1750 kg

Capacity bands TLT30D 4x4

A 3000 kg

B 2750 kg

C 2500 kg

D 2000 kg

E 1500 kg

@ 2 metres 2000 kg

Capacity bands TLT35

A 3500 kg

B 3000 kg

C 2500 kg

D 2100 kg

E 1700 kg

@ 2 metres 2100 kg

Capacity bands TLT30HL

A 3000 kg

B 2500 kg

C 2000 kg

D 1750 kg

E 1250 kg

@ 2 metres 2000 kg

Capacity bands TLT35D 4x4

A 3500 kg

B 3000 kg

C 2750 kg

D 2400 kg

E 2000 kg

@ 2 metres 2400 kg
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STANDARD FEATURES – TLT25/TLT25SHL/TLT30/TLT30HL/TLT35 STANDARD FEATURES – TLT30D 4x4/TLT35D 4x4

OPTIONS – TLT25/TLT25SHL/TLT30/TLT30HL/TLT35 OPTIONS – TLT30D 4x4/TLT35D 4x4

•  Versatile telescopic two-piece boom.
•  Superb forward visibility.
•  Information display centre (I.D.C) complete with warning lights, hourmeter, diesel fuel gauge.
•  JCB ‘TCR’ torque converter response transmission.
•   Comfortable operator’s enclosure (structure fully meets international safety standards for (ROPS) Roll-Over Protection and 

(FOPS) Falling Object Protection).
•  Seat belt on fully adjustable seat.
•  Load moment indicator.
•  Self levelling forks.
•  Hose-burst-check valves on tilt, lift, and extension ram circuits.
•  Front screen guard.
•  Operator’s daily checks completed via single easy-access panel, and excellent service access to major components.
•  Battery isolator.
•  Adaptive Load Control (dependant on region).
•  Working lights front and rear.
•  111 degree carriage tilt.
•  Bucket mode switch
•  Livelink (dependant on region)

•  All wheel drive with selectable traction control.
•  Two drive modes for general work and gradient.
•  Information display centre (I.D.C) complete with warning lights, hourmeter, diesel fuel gauge.
•  Excellent turning radius and good ground clearance.
•  Short overall length.
•  JCB TCR (torque converter response ) transmission.
•  111 degree carriage tilt.
•  Superb forward visibility.
•   Comfortable operator’s enclosure (structure fully meets international safety standards for (ROPS) Roll-Over Protection and 

(FOPS) Falling Object Protection).
•   Seat belt on fully adjustable seat.
•  Adaptive Load Control (Dependant on region).
•  Self levelling forks.
•  Hose-burst-check valves on tilt, lift, and extension ram circuits.
•  Front screen guard.
•  Excellent service access to major components.
•  Battery isolator.
•  Working lights front and rear.
•  Livelink (dependant on region)

Over 100 build options, including:
•  Choice of pneumatic, foam filled or PPS tyres.
•  Lightweight re-handling shovel.
•  Bagezee ‘trapdoor’ shovel for loading/filling big bags in single operation.
•  Quick disconnect system for easy changing between attachments.
•  Sideshift carriage and various forks.
•  Range of load guards, attachments, exhaust purification systems, etc.
•  Various operator environments: safety mesh to operators right, glazing to front/rear/top, or full cab with door and heater.
•  Low-height cab (for containers check height and floor loadings).
•  Fabric air suspension seat
•  Roadlights.
•  Flow divider
•  Livelink (dependant on region)
•  Various Wastemaster kits available, including heavy-duty body kits and wide core radiators (dependant on model)

Over 100 build options, including:
•  Choice of pneumatic or foam filled tyres.
•  Lightweight re-handling shovel.
•  Trapdoor shovel for loading/filling big bags in single operation.
•  Quick disconnect system for easy changing between attachments.
•  Sideshift carriage and various forks.
•  Range of load guards, attachments, exhaust purification systems, etc.
•  Various operator environments: safety mesh to operators right, glazing to front/rear/top, or full cab with door and heater.
•  Vinyl or fabric seat in high/low versions.
•  Fabric air suspension seat
•  Roadlights.
•  Livelink (dependant on region)
•  Various Wastemaster kits available, including heavy-duty body kits and wide core radiators



LiveLink is an innovative 
software system that Lets  
you manage JCB maChines 
remoteLy – onLine, By emaiL  
or By moBiLe phone. aCCess 
everything from maChine  
aLerts to history information, 
with aLL data stored at a 
seCure Centre.

Maintenance benefits
Manage machine maintenance easily – 
accurate hours monitoring and service 
alerts improve maintenance planning, while 
real-time location data helps you manage 
your fleet. Critical machine alerts and 
maintenance history records are also 
available.

Security benefits
Livelink’s real-time geofencing alerts tell you 
when machines move out of predetermined 
zones, and real-time curfew alerts inform 
you of unauthorised usage. Further benefits 
include real-time location information, 
advanced ECU matching (pairs Livelink with 
the immobiliser or ECU).

Productivity and cost benefits
By providing information like idle time 
monitoring and machine fuel consumption, 
JCB Livelink helps reduce your fuel usage, 
saving money and improving productivity. 
Machine location information can help 
improve efficiency and perhaps even reduce 
insurance costs.

LiveLink, work smarter

 JCB | LIVELINK



vaLue added

1  Our Technical Support Service provides instant 

access to factory expertise, day or night, while our 

Finance and Insurance teams are always on hand to 

provide fast, flexible, competitive quotes.

2  The global network of JCB Parts Centres is 

another model of efficiency; with 15 regional bases, 

we can deliver around 95% of all parts anywhere in 

the world within 24 hours. Our genuine JCB parts are 

designed to work in perfect harmony with your 

machine for optimum performance and productivity.

3  JCB Assetcare offers comprehensive extended 

warranties and service agreements, as well as 

service-only or repair and maintenance contracts. 

Irrespective of what you opt for, our maintenance 

teams around the world charge competitive labour 

rates, and offer non-obligation quotations as well as 

fast, efficient insurance repair work. 

2

JCB’s worLdwide Customer support is first CLass. 
whatever you need and wherever you are, we’LL Be 
avaiLaBLe quiCkLy and effiCientLy to heLp make sure 
your maChinery is performing to its fuLL potentiaL.

Manufacturing Facilities 
Dealers
Parts Distribution Centres

31
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